March 16, 2012
Mr. David Bean
Director of Research
Governmental Accounting Standards Board
401 Merritt 7
PO Box 5116
Norwalk, CT 06856-5116
RE: Project 13-3: Preliminary Views on concepts related to
“Economic Condition Reporting: Financial Projections”
Dear Mr. Bean:
The NYS GFOA Accounting, Auditing and Financial Reporting Committee have studied the Preliminary Views document
on Economic Condition Reporting: Financial Projections (the “PV”).
General Comments
It is generally accepted that long-term planning can improve a government’s financial position by integrating financial,
capital and strategic planning. Every government has a responsibility to prepare financial projections to support their
decision-making process by enabling government officials to demonstrate the long-term financial impacts of decisions
made today.
Many state and local governments currently have requirements to prepare such financial projections in their constitutions,
through local oversight boards or within their local charters. Some governments are even required to adopt multiple year
appropriation bills or spending ordinances.
Governments that currently prepare projections; forecasts, etc. generally follow the same basis of accounting employed in
preparing their annual budget. This basis ranges from pure cash to the modified accrual method.
Our understanding is that the vast majority of state and local governments adopt their budgets for the ensuing fiscal year
long before their CAFR (Comprehensive Annual Financial Report) for the current fiscal year is completed. It is
interesting to note that the adoption of the ensuing year’s budget is not even considered a significant enough event to
“require disclosure” in the CAFR’s Management Discussion and Analysis, even when the amount appropriated from Fund
Equity to balance the ensuing year’s budget exceeds the amount available as reported in the CAFR.
The larger the government the more likely the budget division is separate from the accounting division whereby the head
of the accounting division is responsible for preparing the CAFR and is not responsible for preparing budgets or
projections. This PV would change that by requiring the CAFR prepared by the accounting division to include a new set
of projections, which are on a different basis from a government’s own budgetary projections, to be included as Required
Supplementary Information (RSI).

In many governments these two divisions are headed by separately elected officials. To require the accounting division to
prepare forecasts that are different than those prepared by the budget division will cause reporting discrepancies leading to
public confusion. Two sets of official projections will require disclosures of both (together with reconciliations) in their
Official Statements. Credibility questions will be raised when one has a report by the auditor attached thereto and the
second report represents the official budget adopted by the legislative body.
GASB’s proposal is based on projecting major cash inflows and outflows for all funds (component units are excluded)
with explanations of known causes of fluctuations, and projections of financial obligations on the accrual basis. This
proposal is a new basis of accounting to be used for all funds which is different from the various full accrual, modified
accrual or cash basis of accounting currently used for various funds included in the current CAFR.
GASB is proposing the new projections be placed in RSI because it is “essential for placing the basic financial statements
in an appropriate operational or economic context.” However they will not be compatible with any of the basic financial
statements included in the CAFR itself. Neither the current entity-wide nor fund statements, except proprietary units, are
currently required to include cash inflows or outflows statements.
Almost every State and local government is required to adopt a balanced budget. Although, to balance a budget the
government may include the use of reserves, available fund balance and/or borrowings, any one of which may be a past
practice. While to do so is a known fact, to forecast whether such practice would be continued in future years is to predict
political will. Further budgets can be balanced by increasing taxes or other revenue sources, citing appropriations, or
generating efficiencies, or reorganizations, in operations. It is a known fact that political will regarding one or more of
these methods will have to be exercised to achieve a balance budget.
Management is responsible for preparing and issuing the annual CAFR which includes both RSI and SI information. The
CAFR is derived from the accounts and related records of the government and presents the results of operations and
financial position of a government as of a point in time. The proposed projections are not derived from the accounts and
related records but are a projection of what the accounts and related records might be at some future time based on facts
that may change during the next five years.
Answers to GASB’s Questions for Respondents included in the PV:
1. The Board’s preliminary view is that there are five components of information that are necessary to assist
users in assessing a governmental entity’s fiscal sustainability.
The five components identified in the PV are only a small portion of the information that one would need to make a
meaningful assessment of a government’s fiscal sustainability. Missing are all the economic factors both locally and
nationally that can have a major impact. To suggest that future fiscal sustainability can be determined by just using these
five components would be misleading.
Regarding components 1 and 2 for providing projections of total cash inflows and outflows is meaningless when the
current CAFR does not require a statement of cash inflows and outflows for either the entity-wide or fund financial
statements. A major deficiency of Statement 34 is that it did not include providing both these cash flow statements.
Regarding component 3, the notes to the financial statements currently include the projections for these financial
obligations. One could question whether the current disclosure requirements really require a full explanation of the
known causes of fluctuation from last year to the current year. If GASB was to require that one schedule should be
included in RSI that consolidates the five year projections of all the individual financial obligations, it would certainly be
a beneficial statement for the users of financial statements. The schedule would need to contain appropriate footnote
disclosure to identify those obligations, like debt service, where government payment thereof is mandatory versus those
obligations, like pensions or postemployment obligations, where governments might have discretion as to how much they
will fund in any given year.
Regarding component 4, the notes to financial statements already include projections of annual debt service payment
requirements for the next five years. The PV only permits including debt service for already “approved” unissued debt,
rather than all debt which is expected to be issued. If a government has a comprehensive capital program and knows it
will be issuing substantial amount of debt that is not “approved” the debt service projection will be understated. To

attempt to include projections of when future debt might be issued, refinanced or retired early based on known facts today
is meaningless when there are so many unknown outside economic and intergovernmental factors that can influence those
decisions.
Regarding component 5, disclosure of major intergovernmental service interdependence that exist and the nature thereof
is not even required in current CAFR disclosure requirements. One could suggest the current requirements for MD&A
disclosure should require a discussion of intergovernmental service interdependence. One could further suggest the
CAFR should include a footnote that identifies those intergovernmental revenues and expenditures that are ongoing
entitlement programs (e.g.: school aid or community development) versus those which are one time in nature (e.g.; certain
capital grants or FEMA emergency relief programs). With the lack of disclosure on these items in current CAFR reports,
including projections of such data for future years does little towards determining future fiscal sustainability.
2. The Board’s preliminary view is that financial projections should be (a) based on current policy, (b) informed
by historical information, and (c) adjusted for known events and conditions that effect the projected periods.
Current policy includes policy changes that have been formally adopted by the end of the reporting period but
that will not be effective until future periods.
Financial projections need to include as a minimum the three elements identified. However, meaningful projections
regarding financial sustainability also need to take into account many other factors, the most important being the many
unknown local and national economic factors that will affect the projected periods.
The PV does not address how to treat major policy changes that have been adopted but the future financial impact is not
known. For example, a State government decides to release all jailed inmates convicted of a certain crime, subject to their
parole board agreeing that the inmate is not retainable for some other reason. The goal is to reduce prison population so
prisons can be closed. While the total number of eligible inmates is a known fact, the actual number that will be released
is unknown and the resulting number of prisons to be closed is unknown. To prepare projections based upon including
100% of the eligible inmates without knowing the number of inmates to be released and prisons to be closed would be
misleading and incomplete.
Also, why don’t the policies that have been adopted between the end of the reporting period and the date of the CAFR
have to be included? Major changes could make the financial projections outdated before they are issued.
3. The Board’s preliminary view is that inflows and outflows should be projected on a cash basis of accounting
and financial obligations should be projected on an accrual basis of accounting.
It is not clear how one can inter-mix cash basis and accrual basis of accounting for selective items and truly project
financial sustainability. If it is the intent is to project fiscal sustainability, then the cash basis should be used exclusively.
If it is the intent to project inter-period equity, then the accrual basis should be used exclusively.
Governments do not go bankrupt based on the accrual basis of accounting. They go bankrupt when they do not have on
hand, or access to, the cash resources necessary to pay their obligations. Governments can achieve and maintain financial
sustainability as long as they can generate sufficient cash resources to meet their obligations as they become due.
This does not mean governments will not report significant deficits in net assets in their entity-wide statements. That is
what is happening to local governments in New York State as they have to accrue their unfunded other postemployment
benefit (OPEB) obligations but are not permitted by State law (outside of New York City) to fund that obligation. To
require, for example, the accrued OPEB obligation to be included in the projection of financial sustainability is
misleading. Governments have survived for years, and will continue to survive for many years to come, by paying their
current OPEB obligation on a cash basis. While this is true, it does not mean that users of financial statements do not
have an interest in knowing how much “cost shifting” is occurring, such as the accumulation of obligations on an accrued
basis. GASB could address this issue by expanding the current footnote requirements for all debt obligations to show five
year projections similar to the current requirements for debt service.

4. The Board’s preliminary view is that the identification and development of assumptions for making financial
projections should be guided by a principle-based approach. Such an approach would set forth principles that
require assumptions to be based on relevant historical information, as well as events and conditions that have
occurred and affect the projected periods. Furthermore, those assumptions should be (a) consistent with each
other (where appropriate) and with the information used as the bases for the assumptions and (b)
comprehensive by considering significant trends, events, and conditions.
In theory this reads well, but who is to establish the principle-based approach to be used by all governments? GASB
should not be formulating a “generally accepted budget methodology” (“GABM”), some or all of which could conflict
with current practices and laws applicable to that governmental unit. Also, stated assumptions should be comprehensive
by considering significant trends, events and conditions many of which are beyond the government’s control, which make
any uniform methodology for predicting future financial sustainability unrealistic.
That is not to say governments do not have an obligation to prepare and defend financial projections. But it has to be
recognized that budgets and financial projections are political documents and any attempt to bring one uniform method as
to how these are prepared will not be accepted by government’s management or their legislative oversight bodies, and will
not result in projections that are useful or comparable.
5. The Board’s preliminary view is that annual financial projections should be made for a minimum of five
individual years beyond the reporting period for the purpose of external reporting.
Recognizing our disagreement with including financial projections, five years should certainly be the maximum.
However, the annual financial projections prepared have to incorporate the budget already adopted for year one, and for
some governments that adopt multi-year budgets, the first two years. To have annual financial projections presented that
do not reconcile directly with the adopted budget(s) will only cause confusion and be misleading.
6. The Board’s preliminary view is that all the components of fiscal sustainability information are essential for
placing the basic financial statements and notes to the basic financial statements in an operational or economic
context and therefore should be required and communicated as required supplementary information.
The first question should be whether all the operational and economic data is included in the current basic financial
statements and the notes thereto that is necessary to become the basis for presenting the financial position. The answer is
no.
Examples:
•
•
•
•
•

No cash inflows or outflows statements are included for entity-wide or fund financial statements.
No five year projections of future payments for pensions, OPEB or other obligations are included in the notes to
the financial statements.
No detail information is provided regarding current intergovernmental interdependencies.
No detail information is provided on routine contract changes that occurred during the current year, such as labor
contracts that called for a percentage increase in wages or changes in benefits.
The financial projections are to be prepared excluding component units included in the basic financial statements.
For some primary governments the component units are larger than the principal governmental unit itself and the
financial impact from their operations can have a greater impact on the fiscal sustainability of the primary
government than their own operations.

As a result the proposed financial projections should not be included as required supplementary information or even as
supplementary information.
GASB Concepts Statement 3 in §42 states: “Required Supplementary Information (RSI) is supporting information that
the GASB has concluded is essential for placing basic financial statements and notes to basic financial statements in an
appropriate operational, economic or historical context.”

Further, Concept Statement 3 in §44 contains a sentence that states: “However, RSI does not include (a) subjective
assessments of the effect of reported information on the reporting unit’s future financial position, (b) predictions about the
effects of future events on future financial position, or (c) information unrelated to the financial position.”
Also, in Concepts Statement 3 §46 a similar statement to §42 above is stated for Supplementary Information (SI).
What GASB is proposing in this PV is in direct conflict to the above statements. It is not essential for placing the basic
financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic or historic context. It is subjective and represents a
prediction of future events.
7. The Board’s preliminary view is that all governmental entities should be required to report projections and
related narrative discussions.
As stated in the first paragraph of this letter it is agreed all governments should prepare financial projections with
adequate explanations and discussions included. The question is how and where these reports should be published. It is
certainly not in the annual CAFR.
GASB Concept Statement 1 in §4 states: “Certain information is better provided by financial statements; other
information is better provided, or only can be provided, by financial reporting outside the financial statements. But
financial reporting is not the only source of financial information about governmental entities. In many cases, users of
financial reports also need to consult other sources to completely satisfy their information needs.”
While what GASB is proposing may represent a good government practice it is something that should be presented as part
of, or as a supplement to, the annual budget process. It should be prepared using the same basis of accounting and
forecasting on which the budget is prepared and the focus should be on how future budgets will be balanced within the
laws and other restrictions applicable to that government.
GASB Concept Statement 1, paragraph 4 states, among other things that financial statements are the end products of the
reporting process and certain information should be provided via the financial statements and other information is better
provided outside of the reporting process. We believe that the information suggested for RSI by the current views should
be presented outside of the financial statements. We believe this PV violates both Concept Statements 1 and 3.
8. Do you believe that a phase-in period for implementing the reporting requirements for financial projections
and related narrative discussions would be appropriate (for example, requiring governmental entities over
certain dollar thresholds to implement first)?
Normally, giving smaller governments’ additional time to implement a new standard is a positive step.
However in this case the bigger issue if this proposal becomes a standard is whether it will further discourage those
governments that have not adopted Statement 34 to continue resisting to do so, and maybe even encourage some
governments that currently issue Statement 34 financial statements to cease doing so.
Even the examples included in the PV suggest a minimum of 10 or more additional pages would be required to be added
to a CAFR report already too long to be read and understood by many of the intended users of these reports.
Other Questions not Addressed in the PV:
1. Does the Cautionary Notice included as Illustration 1 give adequate notice to the readers of the financial projections?
It makes no mention that the government has already adopted a budget for the first and maybe second year of the financial
projections which may show a different forecast or prediction.
2. The last sentence of the first paragraph of the Cautionary Notice states: “However, it is important to note that
projections…do not represent a forecast or a prediction of the most likely outcome.” What purpose is served by including
these projections? We believe one of the first questions a financial statement reader will ask is, “What is the most likely
outcome?”

3. The first sentence in the second paragraph reads counter to how the projections are to be prepared. In paragraph four
of the PV Summary, it states: “Financial projections would be (1) based on current policy, (2) informed by historical
information, and (3) adjusted for known events and conditions that effect the projected periods.” However the PV states
that known facts after year-end are not to be included even if they might have a significant impact on the projections.
Summary
We concur with all the concerns raised by Board members as stated in the “Alternative Views.”
We do not believe that financial projections should be included anywhere within the basic financial statements, notes
thereto, RSI or SI.
We concur with the concern there is no cost-benefit from presenting this financial forecast since the government has
already adopted a budget for the first and maybe second year, of the forecast. There are the costs for the government to
prepare this data which will not represent any likely outcome and also the cost for the auditors to review and opine on this
data.
We are concerned about the conflicts that will occur between governmental officials when the responsibility for preparing
annual financial reports versus budgets and forecasts are divided between different management officials, especially in
those cases where the two officials are both elected.
We are concerned that having certain “ten” year schedules presently included in the SI section reclassified as RSI, will
added further to the auditor’s cost to opine upon the RSI, especially in those cases where there has been a change of
auditors during that ten year period.
We are concerned that having financial forecasts included in the financial statements will no longer result in “clean
opinions” from auditors of these statements. The auditor’s report will now have to include a statement that the RSI, or SI,
includes Pro Forma Financial Data, the responsible party for preparing, whether or not they are expressing an opinion
thereon, an explanation of the objectives and limitations of the data and whether management’s assumptions are
reasonable. There will also be cases where the auditor will have to add an explanatory paragraph when they identify
material departures from the prescribed standards or when they have unresolved doubts whether the RSI is presented in
accordance with those standards.
We are concerned that GASB establishing a GABM for financial forecasts will lead to further attempts to formulate
standards for how budgets should be prepared.
As a result of the points raised in the answers to GASB’s questions and the concerns expressed above, we do not support
any effort to have financial forecasts included in annual financial reports.
We believe governments and financial reporting would be better served if GASB addressed many of the perceived
deficiencies that have been identified herein in GASB Statement No. 34.
This response to the Preliminary Views document has been presented to the NYS GFOA Board of Governors and
approved for submission to GASB. Please direct any questions to Fred Shellard, Director of Financial and Technical
Services at 518-465-1512 who can answer or direct any questions to the appropriate person to address your issues.
Sincerely,

John A. Savash II, CPA
Michele C. Yen, CPA
Co-Chairs, NYS GFOA Accounting, Auditing and Financial Reporting Committee
cc:

James Olivo, Auditor, Village of Garden City
President, NYS GFOA

Maura K. Ryan, Executive Director
NYS GFOA
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